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6. Tehrik-a-Qiyam-a-Pakistan (Urdu) (Co-authored),(Lahore: IlmiKitabkhana, 1972, Several subsequent editions.


Monographs


4. **Pakistan-India Relations Post Mumbai Deadlock and the Way Forward** (Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency (PILDAT), December 2010).


6. **Dynamics of Federalism in Pakistan: Current Challenges and Future Directions** (Islamabad: PILDAT, 2006).


**Research Papers**


55. “PakistansAussenPolitik,” (German), Pakistan: EineDokumentation Des Sudasienburo (Wupertal), March 1989, pp.70-73.


**Newspaper/ Magazine Articles**

Over 1800 op-ed articles and political commentaries published in newspapers and magazines in Pakistan and abroad on international politics, South Asian affairs, Pakistan’s domestic and foreign policy and security affairs, Afghanistan and Central Asia and the Middle East.